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Building ‘Bridges’ in Child and Youth Care
–

The 15th National Child and Youth Care Conference

Usually, I do not put too much stock in the titles for
conferences. They seem to serve the need to have a coat
hanger upon which to hang the event and often little else
beyond a lofty sentiment. Coming away from the 15th
National Child and Youth Care Conference has been different
as I truly have seen proof that the possibilities are endless.
This view is due to a number of impressions from over the
years. The first and earliest impression would be that of a
child and youth care association struggling to form and storm.
Sandra Campbell attended a few of the Council of Canadian
Child and Youth Care annual general meetings as the
representative for the island association a good decade back.
Like many of us at these meetings she enjoyed the networking
but felt her association fell short due to the typical struggles
of getting the word out, the membership numbers up and
keeping it all going. As often happens for prime movers at
something, life intervened and PEI went without consistent

representation for a stretch. David Connolly showed up a few
meetings ago and was applying some novel and attractive
membership services that had those numbers climbing. He
also embraced dumb faith and agreed to take the national
conference on. Around 455 registrants also believed and as a
good 440 of these now appreciate, such blind leaps into the
possibilities bring rewards for all involved.
The second impression from the conference is that of the
younger people coming up and their embrace of and
commitment toward the various roles, duties and the field
itself. Over and over again, I was seeing this demonstrated at
all levels from the enthusiasm of the students in attendance
to the authors also there promoting their books, researched,
written and published in Canada. These are endless
possibilities indeed.
The conference opened with an honour party that included
the Premier of Prince Edward Island, Robert Ghiz being piped
in as is traditionally done in provinces that retain strong links
to the old country traditions. The Premier welcomed the
Continued on page 3
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Thank you for reading, perhaps even
downloading and printing this issue.
For financial reasons, the Council relies
upon member associations, members
and those interested to print the
hardcopies of this NEWSLETTER.
A concern over a lack of content has
become a feast forcing three editions
for the newsletter this year: the
conference edition, the AGM edition
containing provincial reports and the
national award edition detailing that
initiative.
2008 was a national conference year
and congratulations’ go out to the
Child and Youth Care Association of
Prince Edward Island for
demonstrating through the conference
that the possibilities are truly endless.
Congratulations and a huge thank you
goes out to our now Past President,
Heather Modlin. She has served three
terms in the role honouring many of
the role and purpose statements of the
Council. She also provided the
interview of Andy Leggette. My hope is
that Heather will consider the emeritus
role making contributions well into the
future.
If this issue is anything it is a shout out
to those child and youth care
professionals who gather every two
years to attend, present, network and
simply enjoy each other’s company in a
distinct corner of the nation. On PEI
the country heritage, lovingly trimmed
and ablaze with colour was
experienced at every turn in the road
or crest of a hill. May this lifestyle be
preserved and protected forever.
Garth Goodwin Editor

Interview with Andy Leggette
Andy Leggett is the Executive Director of Broken Arrow Residential Treatment
Services, a residential treatment foster care program. Andy lives and works in
Ontario. His program has been used extensively to care for children and youth
in the care of the Director of Child, Youth and Family Services in Labrador.
I had the pleasure of meeting Andy and seeing firsthand how passionate and
committed his is to the work that he does, and was thrilled when Andy agreed
to be interviewed for ABEONA.
Heather Modlin has graciously granted permission, along with Andy to print
their interview for the CYCANL newsletter.
How long have your been a Child and Youth Care Worker? How did you get
started in the field?
Yikes! These days I have a hard enough time remembering how I got started
this morning! Long prior to going to college, I always seemed to find myself
surrounded by kids and loving it. Therefore when it became time to decide
‘what I wanted to do’ after high school, I knew pretty much the direction that I
was headed. My brother‐in‐law was a Child Care Worker and after talking with
him, I was hooked!
Although I actually graduated from St. Lawrence College in Kingston Ontario in
the then Child Care Worker Program in 1984, I actually started ‘in the field’ in
the late 1970’s. I got a job about two weeks into my first year in college
primarily because I had biceps and a pulse. Fortunately, the standards for
employment in our field have risen over the years! I worked in a couple of
residential programs throughout college, only partially explaining the five
years that it took me to complete the three year program.
Interestingly enough, Dennis McDermott, now (and seemingly forever) the
Executive Director of the Ontario Association of Child and Youth Care
Continued on page 8
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delegates and saluted the work they do. He was followed by the
Deputy Mayor of Charlottown, Stu McFayden who spoke
movingly of the place of caring in our lives. He also nicely set the
audience on the edge of its collective seat with a joke prefaced
by a sexist warning. It involved the Almighty giving a fellow a
choice between understanding women and building a bridge
that ended with the choice being made as “one lane or two”.
Dr. Michael Ungar was the opening keynote speaker and
sketched out the role of risk in adolescent lives. It was an issue
of balance encouraging positive risk between the extremes of
too much safety on one hand and too much danger to the self
and others, on the other. This is a vital message in this writer’s
view as often youth care staff can trend toward over safety or
perhaps using that as the easy way out of providing recreational
activity. Getting out and doing, be it work, volunteering or taking
up extreme sport as an alternative to much of what is genuinely
negative and dangerous out there. We all need such reminders
especially when we hit a rut along life’s journey.
Building Bridges was fortunate to have a dedicated team behind
it, one with an attention to personal warmth and detail that was
remarkable. When the workshops started this team swung into
action directing and often taking delegates to their workshop
locations. Each presenter had an introduction offered and media
support that was immediate and masterful. Indeed, the media

“Too much exposure to risk
(adventure and
responsibility) and we
endanger a child. Too little
exposure to risk (adventure
and responsibility) and we
fail to provide a child
opportunities to grow up
healthy.”
Michael Ungar

Left to right: Wayne
MacFarlane, Bob Doyle,
Heather Power, Sandra
Campbell, and Pat Warren
along with unseen, Paul
Kiley and Treena Smith
backed David Connolly up
seeing to the details
throughout the conference.
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The reception was a delightful surprise in a fine space that offered
a privileged glimpse into island homes. The cold and hot nibbles’
were just as fine. Some readers who attended may even find
themselves in profile in these images.

support was generous with the provision of all the
equipment necessary to meet both the needs of the
presenter and the room used. This is not the convention
with such conferences.
The Opening Reception was moved to the first full evening
of the conference. It allowed delegates to attend the Art
Gallery at Confederation Centre. A new show had just
opened: From the Inside Out, a series of photographs of the
interiors of island homes running from 1770 to the present
day with the intent being to encourage the integrity of
renewal and replacement work going forward. There is a
metaphor in there beyond the DIY concern to the CYC ethic
to center on the inner child, perhaps. For those who did
attend it was a great way to start a fine evening on the
town, which conveniently was just right there on nearby
streets.
The following evening brought the delegates dinner. It was
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Left to right: Heather
Power, Dave Ellis,
Sandra Campbell, Pat
Warren and Dan
McCarthy speaking on
behalf of nominator
John Picketts, Director
of Community and
Correctional Services
billed as a Thanksgiving Style dinner and was just that. The apple, potato and Lady Gouda soup was a definite hit at our table and
hopefully at yours. The evening’s program featured the announcement/receipt of a number of awards. The Prince Edward Island
Provincial Child and Youth Care Award of Excellence was presented to Dave Ellis. Coincidentally, he, his brother and his nephew
soon demonstrated their musical skills in a presentation detailing their song writing process, part of the Youth Justice Services
music program. Aside from being hugely entertaining, (was I in Alberta?), the presentation nicely illustrated that team’s efforts to
bring positive risk to the youth in their care and custody.
The Council’s National Child and Youth Care Award went to David Jull of Ontario. Dennis McDermott accepted it on his behalf
commenting his career had been notable. David has retired from a 40 year career constantly innovating, inspiring and
administering initiatives for his agency with profound appreciation. A full account of the nomination letter is online and in a sister
publication on the award itself.
The conference committee took a risk booking a comedian for the evening. This had never been done before and there was a
murmur of concern prior to the event. They soon forgot such concerns as local Patrick Ledwell sketched out island qualities such as
the total lack of privacy before turning on to childhood itself consuming prodigious amounts of puffed wheat to gather together a
small regiment of toy soldiers. He also got a rise out of this writer using the device of the centrally located Flin Flon to read his

CYCAA President, Pat Foran and Jenny McGrath
enjoying a moment at the wine and cheese sponsored
by Grant MacEwan College to launch the book Standing
on the Precipice: Inquiry into the Creative Potential of
CYC Practice. The conference was notable for the
number of exhibitors offering Canadian titles in child
and youth care publishing.
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audience. I just had to make the point some in his audience may have
just grown up there. Now, a run on comedians at future conferences
may be a future concern as this was just right and a great reminder to
us all that childhood is both survivable and hilarious with a little
creative reframing.
It fell to Thom Garfat to bring the conference to a close with his
keynote address. He chose to reflect on the child and youth care family
using the aboriginal four directions of growth model to demonstrate
the roles of belonging, mastery, generosity and independence. The
man who has the wisdom to remind us constantly to draw upon the
everyday things in our work drew upon his own past, telling of a
foolish moment of freedom and curiosity at one level, an outright B&E
at another to illustrate the benefits of belonging to a family, to a tribe,
a nation and so forth. His tribe, his people are child and youth care
people and he promoted the building of relationships between
delegates and beyond. Now, this is not a convenient device on Thom’s
part as his career and work touch us all through his many projects as a
presenter, editor of the Relational Child and Youth Care Practice
journal and as a co‐editor of the online CYC‐Net and so by being so
open in his embrace of the work we share and ourselves by extension
he gave permission for delegates to revel in this very reality.
The conference ended with a lot of picture taking, smiles and good
will. The group pictured here were from Moncton Youth Residences I
believe it was, Moncton certainly. Now I do not really know any of
these people, and certainly would like to see them in a revived

CYCANB yet as they smile out at the camera, the individual
and collective power of their presence is obvious.
Our biannual conference is the national expression of the
talent, resources, qualities and care child and youth work
demands of you. Thom ended asking us to Build Bridges and
may you remember to do so every day. ~ Garth Goodwin
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Annual General Meeting
The Council meets annually for two days of meetings with
the provincial representatives or directors of the board. The
format of the meetings includes provincial reports, internal
reports including web/newsletter, conferences and
initiatives at hand. A more comprehensive account may be
found in the AGM Issue.
The highlight of this meeting had to be the change in the
presidency of the Council. Following several terms, Heather
Modlin stepped down and David Connolly became the
President. Heather’s terms were notable for an inclusive
approach which saw the advance of partnership initiatives
on two fronts. The first in collaboration with Carol Stuart was
the Standards Project, a series of pre‐conference working
days at nationals that brought together members from
across the country to explore developing national standards
for the profession. The turnouts were encouraging but the
goal was too large to advance at this time. The scope of
practice was realized out of these initial efforts and the
model for future meetings was set out. The second was an
equitable and robust partnership with the Association of
Child and Youth Care Practice which has seen the Council co‐
sponsor four international conferences in Cleveland,
Victoria, Montreal and next spring Fort Lauderdale. Heather
also networked extensively to bring new and reviving
associations to the table. That Lise Babineau was to attend
for New Brunswick was a direct outcome of these efforts.
This writer first met Heather at the 1994 meetings in
Edmonton at which the rather daunting Role and Purpose
were drafted for the Council. It has been a privilege to have
her solid support in moving from that storming phase to a
considerable attempt to act upon that outline. Her specific
efforts with her association‐CYCANL and the collective
efforts of member associations to establish professional
development events, member services and advocacy
especially in Alberta, Ontario and Manitoba confirm that
those guidelines can lead to solid outcomes. Heather will
continue to offer her calm and positive support as Past
President for the next two years.

Pat Foran (AB), Vice President Ken Lee (MB), and Treasurer
Dennis McDermott (ON)

President David Connolly (PEI), Past President Heather
Modlin (NL), representatives Kelly Shaw (NS) and Lise
Babineau (NB)

Finally, the Council’s new Vice President, Ken Lee of
CYCWAM introduced Making Connections, the 16th national
to be held May 26‐28, 2010 in Winnipeg. As it turned out,
there was a large delegation from Manitoba to back him up
and issue an invitation to child and youth care professionals
to attend.
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Counsellors, was one of my professors at Saint Lawrence. In my
opinion, Mr. McDermott has done as much for our profession in
this country as anyone I know. Following my graduation, I have
worked in virtually all aspects of the field from residential to
family to community to school before becoming involved in
treatment foster care in 1990.
You currently run a treatment foster care program. Can you
describe your program? What was your first experience in
treatment foster care?
That goes back to the late 1980’s when Ontario was going
through similar struggles that your province is going through now
in terms of meeting the treatment needs of hard‐to‐serve
children and their families.
Historically, these children were placed in staff‐modeled
residential programs. Research at the time, much of which was
Canadian‐based, was indicating that many of these children could
get their needs met as well, if not better in family‐based
treatment programs.
So in 1990, I was working as a behavior consultant for a school
board when I saw an ad in the paper. Three local Children’s Aid
Societies were working together to develop a treatment foster
care program. I applied and was fortunate enough to be one of
the two Child and Youth Care Counsellors to be hired to work
with the managing Social Worker to develop and implement the
program. That two year pilot project developed into one of the
most respected treatment foster care programs in Canada that is
still in operation today.
Not only did we have a superb treatment team, we were able to
be lucky enough to surround ourselves with some of the best
clinical minds in Ontario as consultants. For example, Dr. Paul
Steinhauer, at the time the head of psychology for the Hospital
for Sick Children in Toronto and one of the most renowned
experts in the field of Attachment in North America, consulted
with us regularly. When our program published a book on the
Treatment of the Aftermath of Sexual Abuse, (the three words
that I wrote were brilliant), Dr. Steinhauer came to our book
opening. I have a picture from that day of the fellow authors and
a couple of consultants to the program. Who is standing next to
me but Dr. Steinhauer! It was kind of like Albert Einstein standing
next to Elmer Fudd!
Your program has a Newfoundland connection. Can you explain

what that is?
As I mentioned earlier, Newfoundland is currently
struggling with its foster care and treatment facilities in
a much similar way that Ontario has. Although
Newfoundland is doing all that it can to meet the needs
of the children in their own communities and its own
province there are times when their resources are
exhausted and they need to look outside the province
for treatment facilities.
My program, Broken Arrow Residential Treatment
Services, is one of the treatment programs that
Newfoundland uses in these circumstances. I have also
had the distinct honour to have worked extensively
with many of the native communities in Labrador and
have a number of Innu and Inuit children and teens
placed in our program. As I work in those communities,
I am in awe of the dedication, commitment, and
courage displayed by those families and leaders in the
communities as well as the Social Workers who work
hand‐in‐hand with them to overcome the many
challenges that face them.
What is your proudest accomplishment to date?
You means besides continuing to persuade and bribe
my wife of over twenty years to stick around and
convince the community that my three great children
are not adopted?
I guess if I had to pick one it would be the fact that I
have gotten to the point, as a Child and Youth Care
Counselor, that I own and operate my own residential
treatment program. I have learned that many of the
strategies that you use in the “Quiet Room” are just as
effective in the “Board Room”.
As you are aware, I am also very active in the Ontario
Association of Child and Youth Counselors (OACYC). I
believe strongly in the ‘professionalization’ of our
profession and being involved in and actively
supporting an association that promotes it that is
important to me. An association is only as strong as tit
members’ commitment to it.
Thanks, Andy! Heather Modlin
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